
Your personal travel and lifestyle experts in and around 

Valletta. Redefining the typical Valletta experience by 

presenting you to our unique and authentic view of the 

city, only insiders know about

THE CONCEPT



Curated Stays...

At Very Valletta, we have gathered the best of what baroque Valletta can offer in travel experiences. We have created a collection of
handpicked boutique accommodations ranging from comfort to premium to luxury and collaborate with an eclectic network of guides, artists,
artisans, curators, photographers, and historians who can present to you, our unique and authentic view of our UNESCO capital city, built by
the Knights of St. John. 

Enjoy your truly unique holiday experience that is completely tailored to you! 

We will comb the Valletta landscape to find your unique experience.

We book and care for your holiday.

We will listen to your every need.

Very Valletta, 



...Curated Stays

We believe that it is not only the style and the location 
of the property but also the host, because of his or her 
sense of hospitality and service….and that one unique 
aspect that makes the hotel special. We are passionate 
about sustainability, and we take this very much into 

consideration when we pick hotels. Same goes for 
restaurants; half of the fun of exploring, is sampling 

the local food and drink….and we are foodies!!

Expert advice

Exclusive perks and benefits

Best value guarantee

Our Promise:

We understand that travellers today are looking for unique 
journeys and bespoke experiences. Our role here is to enter 

into a meaningful conversation with you to guide you in 
making the right choice for your client when it comes to the 

various Boutique Hotels and getting them to know the 
destination inside out.



Concierge Service...

Very Valletta has a dedicated concierge team    offering 
exceptional service to clients that require that personal 
touch and a bespoke travel experience. As part of our 

services, once you book, our concierge service is at your 
disposal. 

Concierge TeamVery Valletta

Like your personal assistant, the concierge will take care 
of any requests such as a picnic or dinner in an awesome 
location, wine tasting, champagne in room, experiential 

discovery trips to the islands of Gozo and Comino by 
luxury yacht or fast ferry and much more.  Each activity 

will be individually designed with you in mind.



We want to evoke a sense of curiosity in our guest through our unique experiences, and have them leave Valletta more inspired.

Experiences...

Todays’ traveller, regardless of age, gender or background is less concerned about
opulence and pampering, and more concerned with value, authenticity and truly
local experiences offering a true “sense of place”. A personal experience, whether it is
with a yoga teacher, an artist, or a photographer, is often the defining detail of a
luxury experience, particularly as the culture of being constantly “plugged in”
becomes more pervasive than ever before.

We offer unique experiences like trekking, meditation, yoga, sound baths,
upcycling workshops, wine tasting, foraging, picnics, sailing, kayaking, lunch
in a vineyard, dinner in an awesome location and more. 

We are also passionate about promoting artists, artisans, and young
entrepreneurs so we have established a collaboration with them. Most of
them are up and coming and may not have the resources to have a retail
outlet in Valletta but would happily invite you to their studio or bring their
work your hotel.



Pre/Post Cruise Stays...

Our family has been servicing the premium, luxury, and 
expedition cruise line sector since inception and thus we 

understand very well the finer details of what “fly-cruise” guests 
are looking for, in the embarkation destination. Some of the 

cruise lines we handle include Cunard, P&O, Seabourn, Holland 
America, Saga, SeaDream, Star Clippers, Hapag Lloyd, Scenic, 

Ritz Carlton and Viking.

We will provide a highly bespoke service that will make embarkation and disembarkation 

seamless with your pre or post cruise stay. 



...Pre/Post Cruise Stays

Pre Cruise Stay Post Cruise Stay

Our chauffeurs will be waiting for your guests at the airport for a private
transfer directly from the airport to the hotel. Booking a hotel with us,

means that we personally deal with your booking and make sure that any
additional requests that you may have made, are taken care of. In the room
your guests will find a welcome letter from our Very Valletta concierge   

 who will be delighted to assist your clients throughout their stay. When it
is time to join the cruise ship, the concierge will ensure that clients depart
at a time that allows them to seamlessly check-in at the cruise port. The

driver will know exactly where to drop them off, to be warmly greeted by
our welcome staff at the cruise terminal.

Very Valletta Concierge

Our chauffeurs

We can also take care of the post-cruise stay  by picking your
clients up directly  from the quay next to their ship and their
chauffeur will drop them off at their hotel, or the airport. If

their flight is not till later in the day, we will be happy to
drive your clients to a restaurant of their choice or organise

some sightseeing for them. This is true luxury!

post-cruise stay



We can offer “behind the velvet rope” access as well as star appearances 

in the sites we visit which creates one-of-a-kind experiences.

Groups...

At Very Valletta, we develop informative adventures for those 
who want a depth of perspective not found on standard travel 

programs. We love to work with museum and site curators as well 
as university professors. We can arrange for privileged access to 

places and experts that we have developed through our local 
network, a network built over 20 years of research and experience.

We also design group activities that include art and culture, or history or a mix of the two. On a 
totally different angle, we have worked very closely with some of Malta’s top yoga and wellness   
practitioners and can now offer yoga, meditation, spa and wellness rituals and sound baths in the 

most spectacular locations in and around Valletta. We are also very much in tune with 
sustainability trends    and can offer original and unusual recycling and upcycling workshops in 
various quirky locations in Valletta. For foodies, we will take you on a gastronomic journey to 

little known street food outlets to eat with the locals, as well as indulging at Michelin Star 
restaurants. Group dinners are where stories are shared, and ideas are born!

sustainability trends

yoga and wellness



Your stay literally makes it better!

Sustainable Meetings...

The covid-19 pandemic has changed what we thought we knew, and the crisis
has underlined the need for innovative and creative thinking in rebuilding and
rethinking tourism. This inspired us to create a community of service
providers and partners, key to the initiative as they, together with us, need to
transform, educate, learn, and discuss issues so that together we can make the
difference. For example, working closely with the minimalistic 19 Room, the
only Maltese boutique hotel to have Green Key eco certification, as well as
aiming to be the fist carbon neutral hotel in Malta.

The idea is that we will stitch together a program that
engages with the local community and as much as
possible, supporting local businesses. Our concept also
endeavours to reducing our dependence on fuel
powered vehicles. Valletta is predominantly
pedestrianized and follows a grid like design and
therefore it is very easy to get around.

19 Rooms



Valletta is a pedestrian friendly meeting district.

...Sustainable Meetings

As sustainability is now an essential component of any event, we
promote “farm-to-table” experiences with some of Malta's most
talented chefs with whom we create both indoor and outdoor
culinary experiences in awesome locations. We have partnered
with NGOs like Friends of the Earth, Birdlife     and Nature Trust 
to bring to the table some very green locations that are seldom
chosen because of their remoteness, ironically on an island of only
350 square kilometres. We have developed several concepts that
immerse you in the inspiring beauty of mother nature.

Nature TrustFriends of the Earth, Birdlife
Planners are finding authenticity and cultural enlightenment to be goals of
every gathering. When a group experiences something memorable together,
the camaraderie created – not to mention the memories – can be powerful.
The best networking happens when the group is doing something new and
unusual together. Very Valletta infuses unique cultural experiences into the
social program to sublimely bond delegates. Attendees want to be entertained,
engaged, and inspired. With many meeting venues within walking-distance
to Boutique Hotels in Valletta as well as restaurants, cafés and attractions, it
gives planners a pedestrian friendly meeting district. Having attendees close
to the meeting site fosters interaction and saves on transportation.
Underscoring our “green credentials” there will be little need for cars and
coaches, since there is plenty to do and see around the meeting venue.

meeting venues

Very Valletta



For meeting and event venues, it’s not only offering well-designed 
spaces that can elegantly convey a sense of time and place, but also 
having the capability to bend the edges to accommodate whatever 

idea a planner dreams up. We have personally put together a 
unique selection of forts, palazzos, museums, art galleries, open-air 
gardens, rooftops and courtyards that offer built-in entertainment 

and pre-themed settings - perfect for tighter budgets. 

Venues...

Take theMediterranean Conference Centr       which beyond traditional meetings 
and a magnificent convention centre with several spaces, has awesome banquet
venues. Tailored to groups, it can be easily branded, with pre-function spaces 

with pop-up bars, and a flexible performance space stocked with all of the audio- 
visual facilities with enough space to play around, and far from boring.

 
The neo-classical Malta Chamber of Commerce    serves as an elegant and 
prestigious venue for both business and social events. Not to mention the 

internal courtyard is ideal for open-air exhibitions, receptions and conferences. 
 

Set in a 17th century Palazzo, Gracy's Malta , is the perfect establishment to host
a smaller private meeting in their grandly designed Salon de Nobile, or a private 

function on their roof garden with a view across Valletta.

Mediterranean Conference Centre,

Malta Chamber of Commerce

Gracy's Malta



...Venues

Very Valletta's special venue arrangements will certainly surprise your audience.

At the Archaeological Museu    , its internal architecture and sprawling 
exhibits create a dramatic backdrop that eliminates the need for extra 
embellishment. And striking up a conversation at a networking event 

suddenly seems much easier when you’re standing next to a fertility goddess 
or an elongated skull, at this museum that is housed in what was the 

Auberge de Provence, home of arguably the richest Knights.

Archeological Museum

Attractions can also become savvier to the needs of events, giving 
meeting planners more options to surprise their attendees with an

unexpected setting. For example, St. James Cavalie , the millennium 
project in Malta, has many spaces that can be used for strategy 

workshops, team building exercises and the rooftop can double up as an 
open-air location for yoga. The same goes for the Valletta Design Cluster.

 
Very Valletta works closely with organisations like  Heritage Malt awho 

manage unique historical venues in enchanting locations that would 
impress your guests.

Valletta Design Cluster.

Spazzju Kreattiv

Very Valletta Heritage Malta



We want to make a difference, with 
you. Genuinely sustainable experiential 
travel inspires us to become caretakers 

of our natural world, improving 
destinations, uplifting communities, 
and a financial incentive to protect 
landscapes, heritage, and culture.

We provide both flexibility and 
security during the COVID-19 

pandemic, with our tried & tested 
experience, while ensuring your 

comfort. We are well versed with 
COVID protocols and ensure that 

these protocols are adhered to by all 
our suppliers.

You will have 24/7 access to our 
Concierge service. We are your 

personal travel experts in and around 
Valletta, former European Capital of 

Culture, presenting you to our unique 
and authentic view of this UNESCO 
World Heritage site, only insiders 

know about.

Responsible Travel Flexibility & Safety In our Hands

Our Brand Identity...



Client Testimonials...

"Thanks for letting me discover 

Valletta and Malta, and for showing 

me what the true heart of a DMC is."

 Managing Director - The Media House

Christopher Van Hemelryck - 2021

"All just perfect! Thank you 

for all the treats        "

Luxury Travel Expert - Finest Luxury

Christiane Holzbog - 2019

"Thank you for the great collaboration 

and for making our trip a big success! 

Your team walked the extra mile for us."

Senior Consultant - Glenaki Tourism Consultancy 

Beatrice Mondelaers - 2022 

"Many thanks for the most interesting 

few hours with you on-shore in 

Valletta. I can't wait to be back!"

 Executive Vice President - Viking

Karine Hagen - 2022



...For Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Our Representation Office...

ALEXANDRA ROSTERG

Mühlwiese 19
D-56422 Wirges

Mobile: +49 160 633 71 47 
alexandra.rosterg@ARepresentation.de

www.ARepresentation.de 



14, Lighters Wharf, Grand 
Harbour Menqa, Marsa, 

MRS 1442, Malta

with us

GET IN TOUCH 

We are happy to communicate by email or WhatsApp but often it is 

better to have a face-to-face online chat so that we can get to know 

each other better. This will help us craft a program which resonates 

with your wishes. 

Schedule a call with us and let’s start designing your program and 

perhaps add some spice to it to take you outside your comfort zone.

vv@veryvalletta.com
+356 2248 5424 
+356 9939 1565


